
The Secret 
Weapon that is 
Google Data 
Studio
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We are eCommerce 
specialists focused on 
acquiring customers 
through SEO & content 
marketing.
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➔ What is Data Studio?

➔ How to set up a report

➔ Reporting essentials

➔ Categorising information

➔ Connecting to crawlers

➔ Adding commentary

➔ Making your report user friendly
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Takes loads of time

Takes LOADS of time

Boring

Dangerous
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Static, clunky, time 
consuming, hard to read

Automated, shareable, 
scalable, flexible
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Reporting platform from Google Connects to APIs and data sources

Offers custom visualisations Free!
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1. https://datastudio.google.com/

2. New report

3. Connect to a data source

4. Authorize > Allow > Login
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5. Choose your account, property and view - Add to 
report

Name everything!

https://datastudio.google.com/
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What do you normally spend time reporting on 
that you don’t want to spend time reporting on?

➔ Sessions
➔ Conversions
➔ Goals
➔ Revenue
➔ YoY changes
➔ Top landing pages
➔ Top products
➔ Top queries

What do you/your clients find most valuable and 
interesting?
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Pages can be grouped using regular expression.

You can analyse your pages based on their groups.
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Matches any character, 
any number of times.

Or
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Easier to dig into data than in Google Analytics or 
Search Console.
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➔ Add a filter

➔ Style >Filter control > Search All

Information can easily be searched:
➔ Queries
➔ Landing Pages
➔ Products
➔ Countries
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➔ Add a chart

➔ Data >Interactions > Apply filter
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➔ Use the same graph to reveal greater detail 
of information.

➔ Excellent for time/geography data

➔ Easy to analyse data without messing about 
in GA
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Use Zapier & Google Sheets to automate Deepcrawl reports STRAIGHT in Data Studio

Read the Deepcrawl guide here!
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https://www.deepcrawl.com/knowledge/guides/zapier-integration-create-automated-dashboard-google-sheets-zapier/
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Use Google Sheets to add Screaming Frog reports 
into Data Studio

➔ Set up SF Google Sheet as a Data Source

➔ Schedule your crawls to run and export

➔ Copy into a Google Sheet when complete (in Data 
Studio)

Read the Screaming Frog guide here!

https://www.screamingfrog.co.uk/seo-spider-companion-tools/
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➔ Create a Google Sheet

➔ Add a “Date” and “Commentary” column

➔ Add this Google Sheet as a Data Source

➔ Create a table with a  Date and Commentary as 
Dimensions
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➔ Create a new slide

➔ Insert “URL Embed”

➔ Add your editable Google Sheets URL

➔ Make your slide hidden in view mode

➔ Update your Data Studio commentary via 
Google Sheets in Data Studio 
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➔ Use your first page as a dashboard to link to 
other sections of the report.

➔ Different teams can find their specific area 
of interest.

➔ Link out to other important documents, 
such as SEO strategies, or big links you’ve 
built.

Source - Nick Wilsdon - https://twitter.com/nickwilsdon

https://twitter.com/nickwilsdon
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➔ You can only add links to text.

➔ Add a textbox filled with text over an image.

➔ Link from text.

➔ Set text to 0% opacity.

Source - Mehdi Oudjida 
https://www.wissi.fr/blog/analytics/20190529/google-data-studio-internal-links/

https://www.wissi.fr/blog/analytics/20190529/google-data-studio-internal-links/
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● Make your a custom theme - editable 
colours and fonts

● You can match your report to your clients 
brand

● A little bit of colour, font & brand alignment 
can go a long way
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Website migrations can often go wrong - 

➔ Deepcrawl connector to pull through response codes
➔ Commentary to describe issues to devs
➔ URL embed to show example location of issue
➔ Link to full list of errors for devs to fix
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➔ Copy your templates and transfer your data 
sources

➔ Beg, borrow, and steal reports
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➔ Use data source switcher to dynamically update 
information for different markets or different 
websites you own.
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➔ Add people to view reports

➔ Schedule report delivery

➔ Download as PDF



Save 10 mins every day
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Work 261 days per year

2610 minutes 43.5 hours

87 beers per year
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5 employees

Automated reporting saves 0.5 
days per employee = 2.5 days

1 day of reporting £400/ day
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If you have any questions, please 
don’t hesitate to contact me at: 
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